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COMMUNICATION 
PLANNING IS  COMPLEX
Example factors but not limited to, include:

• Consumer behaviour (changing)

• Communication objective

• Customer journey stage

• Expanding channel choice 

• Market sector dynamics

• Stakeholder expectations (Consumer Act)

• Knowledge/capability limitation

• Siloed structures/supply chain 

• Campaign measurement often supply driven

Underpinned by a complex supply chain to enable 
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BLOWING MY MIND
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Customers 
are in control

CX is the
#1 priority

CX is good
for business

Customers judge 
brands based on how 
well they feel those 
brands meet their 
changing needs.

89% of companies 
surveyed by Gartner 
said CX is the new 
competitive 
battlefield. 

CX leaders have 
higher revenue 
growth – as much as 
4.4 x as CX laggards.

CX is a key 
differentiator

Businesses should 
want to leverage 
every opportunity to 
reinforce and 
enhance their 
relationship with 
customers.

BRANDS FACE SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES 
- TAKE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE (CX)
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BUT CX STRATEGIES AREN’T DELIVERING
Research conducted by Adweek and Accenture Interactive found

Source: Adweek & Accenture

80% 8%
of brands think they 
deliver a superior 
customer experience

of their customers 
agree
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WHAT DO WE DO 
Help brands substantiate, develop and implement great communications

7

Strategic
Planning 
Support

Where to use 
mail in a multi-

media world

Getting the 
most out of 

mail

Helping brands 
optimise creative 

performance

Innovation 
Partnerships 
Connectivity

1 2 3 4 5
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HOW IS MAIL EVOLVING?
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JICMAIL DATA HELPS IN MANY WAYS
We now know more about mail’s hidden super powers than ever before and 
how its superpower is changing over time

Industry standard 
metrics

It defines the reach 
and frequency data 
that is the basis for 
how all other media 

is purchased.
Soon it will define 

“Attention 
Measures”

Mail normalisation

For the first time 
ever, it puts mail on 
an even footing with 

other media 
channels.

ISBA Origin 

Independent

It provides an 
independent 

measure of mail’s 
effectiveness across 

all sectors and all 
types of mail.

Planning integration

The data is fused 
with all the major 

media planning 
tools like TGI and 
Telmar, allowing 

planners to use the 
data in their media 

planning.

Expanding insight

It has delivered a 
host of other tools 

like an ROI 
calculator and 

campaign calculator 
to help the industry 

plan better mail.
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JICMAIL DATA SUPPORTS MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS 
Helps show how brands’ campaigns perform and provides comparative industry insight

Vouchers redemption level Share of voice evidence

Evidence of mail’s performance over time

Demographic analysis

Mail’s impact on other channels like digital 
– 60% increase in ability to drive web 

traffic 2017-2022

Behaviour by audience & category
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How and why 
Mail works

Mail with other 
media

Mail creativity 
& innovation

Mail in today’s 
world

WE RESEARCH MAIL FROM EVERY ANGLE, 
FOR EVERY AUDIENCE, FOR EVERY USE
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WE BUILD INNOVATION IN MAIL
Often working with partners to help deliver this

DIGITAL IMAGE
RECOGNITION

Point your phone at a 
product and it will 

take you to the 
checkout

MARKETING
AUTOMATION
Automating mail 

messages through 
automation 

platforms, making it 
as easy as email

AUGMENTED
REALITY

Making a seamless 
connection from 
offline to online 

experience

VOICE
ACTIVATION

Taking people to 
Alexa skills through 

physical mail

PROGRAMMATIC
MAIL

Re-targeting just like 
digital ads but mail 

e.g. abandon baskets, 
browsed certain 

range, mailed in 24 
hours

QR CODES
Whilst not new, QR 

adoption is now 
pretty ubiquitous in 
mail as a result of 
Covid updates in 
mobile phones

WHERE IS MY MAIL ITEM
Working with the supply 

chain we launched Mailmark 
direct data that shows 

predicted delivery data for 
every Mailmark Letter

SUSTAINABILITY
Working with the industry we 

have launched carbon 
calculators to help brands 
reduce the Co2 impact of 

what they send.

WHAT IS MY SHARE OF 
VOICE

Working with the supply 
chain and Nielsen we are 

launching data showing who 
is mailing whom so brands 

can understand share of voice 
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ENABLING BRANDS TO BRING INNOVATION 
TO LIFE
Land Rover mail innovation captured people’s imagination

 The tech-embedded, playful mailing successfully connected 
New Defender prospects with experts at Land Rover retailer

 Enticed 2,508 customers to speak to an expert (a response 
rate of 50%), and even more to enquire

 Lead quality was strong, resulting in a whopping 246 sales at 
an ROI of 49:1

Very made their content completely shoppable this Christmas

 Using Phuzion’s image recognition platform Very made their 
content fully shoppable from print to digital

 Pointing a phone camera at a product on a page takes a 
customer straight to purchase without changing the catalogue 
design in any way
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SOME EXAMPLE INSIGHTS
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 Despite perceptions, mail works well with 
younger Millennials and Gen Z

 They appreciate the personal touch that 
Customer Mail provides. They engage with it 
more than email: 85% of them open it; 65% 
store it for future reference; 49% put it 
somewhere to action later; and 40% show it 
to others in their household.

15

MAIL WORKS ACROSS ALL AGE GROUPS

Among 
18-34’s

Positive 
engagement

Mail vs. emails – All, most or about half of them (%)

Source:  Royal Mail, Trinity McQueen, Customer Mail 2022
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Completely trust the mail I receive
Agree or agree strongly (%)

Cross-category average

71%
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MAIL IS TRUSTED

 Brand equity and customer relationships are 
built on trust

 And more and more, the trust factor is what 
motivates consumers to do business with 
brands—and to stay loyal to them

 Consumers consider mail as one of the most 
trusted communication channels across all 
sector categories

 Recipients appreciate the investment and 
thought that has been put in to sending mail.

71%

Source:  Royal Mail, Trinity McQueen, Customer Mail 2022
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32%
30%

14% 15%

It's likely to be something I need to take action on I would pay careful attention to this

Customer Mail Digital

MAIL SIGNIFIES IMPORTANCE AT TWICE THE 
LEVELS OF DIGITAL

Applies more to Customer Mail than Digital (%)

17Source:  Royal Mail, Trinity McQueen, Customer Mail 2022
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More than twice as many 
people feel that physical mail is 
private and secure. 

More people associate scams 
with digital channels than 
physical ones, by a 4-to-1 
margin.

MAIL IS SEEN AS SAFE AND SECURE

Feels 
private and 

secure

I would think 
it might be a 

scam

Same

Same

Applies more to mail or digital (%)

Source:  Royal Mail, Trinity McQueen, Customer Mail 2022 18
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PEOPLE ENGAGE WITH CUSTOMER MAIL 
MORE THAN EMAIL – EMBEDDING IT MORE 
INTO THEIR LIVES
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Positive 
engagement

NET of any 
of these

NET of any 
of these

Mail vs. emails – All, most or about half of them (%)
57%

36%

24%

20%

40%

35%

23%

18%

16%

Store/file for future reference

Put in a pile to action later

Show to others

Put on display

Store/file for future reference

Mark as read or unread

Flag or ‘star’ as important

Print it out

Show to others

Source:  Royal Mail, Trinity McQueen, Customer Mail 2022
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 Mail and digital communications serve different 
purposes – but are highly effective together

 Each situation needs to be considered on its own 
merit – Physical can reinforce digital and vice versa

 Working together, brands can make messages 
stronger and more likely to be remembered

 Multi-channel experiences are more effective but 
often does not happen due to silo comms planning.
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WHEN: MAIL WORKS WELL WITH DIGITAL –
CUSTOMERS WANT BOTH (PHYGITAL)

Attitudes towards choice of comms / digital channels

People want the choice of whether 
they get communications by mail

or email

83%
(3%)

Agree (Disagree)

Source:  Royal Mail, Trinity McQueen, Customer Mail 2022
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CERTAIN MAIL ATTRIBUTES ARE BECOMING 
MORE IMPORTANT  & PRACTICAL TO HELP 
CONSUMERS IN THEIR LIVES

63%

71%

72%

76%

81%To keep as proof of address

For easy access to sender’s contact information

To compare account details/prices year-on-year

To compare different documents

To add notes/tick things off

Source:  Royal Mail, Trinity McQueen, Customer Mail 2022
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MAIL WORKS FOR LOTS OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES
The brands that use mail is also evolving

22

Waitrose created the Just for You 
Best Customer programme to show 
their loyal customers love and 
appreciation.  The highly targeted & 
personalised programmatic  mailing 
incentivising purchase & trial, 
delivered voucher redemption over 
50% and increased NPS score +55 
points. 

PrettyLittleThing identified their 16-
25 female shoppers who hadn’t 
shopped for 12 months and were 
ignoring email & SMS offers.  They 
tested grabbing attention with a 
bright pink card with the message  
‘It’s our anniversary…We look good 
together’ and a 25% discount.  It 
drove a 9% reduction in lapsers who 
started trading again, with sales 
increasing 5.92% vs the control. 

App-based Starling Bank knew their 
bank card created a physical 
connection to a digital relationship.  
Taking inspiration  from luxury retail 
they sent the card in a high quality bi-
fold leaflet, designed vertically, unlike 
other banks.  Using a friendly and 
approachable tone of voice it created
the perfect physical start to a digital 
relationship.  
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MAIL CREATES AWARENESS AND DRIVES 
REVENUE 

1.13

FrequencyReach

4.4

95%
Engagement

Commercial
action

PHYSICAL ACTIONS

31% 6%

Buy
something

21%

Take online
actions

COMMERCIAL ACTIONS
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THANK YOU
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